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SKILLS USED:

UX Research & Interaction Design
Content Strategy
Visual/UI Design
Project & Stakeholder Management

TOOLS USED:

Many notebooks, whiteboards & post-its
Balsamiq for user flows & clickable prototypes
Adobe Illustrator & Photoshop for graphics
Pivotal Tracker & Google Apps for product/project management

THE CHALLENGE:
Residents were bombarding City Hall with questions and
complaints about blighted buildings in their neighborhoods.

From my intial kickoff meeting with
the client, the City of New Orleans,
my team & I learned that frustrated
residents were compiling their
own lists of vacant & deteriorating
buildings in their neighborhoods, and
bringing maps & spreadsheets to City
Hall saying “do something about this!”

City Hall didn’t have the means to
process this feedback effectively, or
to give residents satisfactory answers,
even though they were actively
working to remediate these blighted
properties. Residents were dissatisfied
and City staffers were overloaded.

The City’s initial hypothesis:
Residents must need an easier way to submit
complaints about multiple addresses at a time to
the City’s service-request system, 311.

MY ROLE & APPROACH:
As one of a team of four Code for
America fellows partnering with the
City of New Orleans to tackle this
challenge, I assumed the role of lead
designer as well as overall project
lead, leading the design process from

initial needs-finding research through
execution, iteration, and launch.
Through hundreds of contextual
interviews on the ground in New
Orleans, we learned what was really
going on. Because it was nearly
impossible to find any coherent
information about these problem
properties on the City’s website,
residents assumed that the City didn’t
know these properties were problems
in the first place, and that they weren’t
doing anything to fix them up.
However, we knew from shadowing
a number of City staffers that the
City was in fact working to remediate
many of these issues, and even has a
substantial amount of data tracking the
status of these problem properties.

The City’s hypothesis was close, but they had it backwards:
In truth, residents just needed a simple way to find out
what the City was already doing to remediate blighted
properties in their neighborhoods.
Once the problem was defined and stakeholders were aligned around this new
hypothesis, my team and I got to work synthesizing our research findings into
user personas, user stories, and rough user flows for the initial prototype.

THE OUTCOME:
Once we had a minimally
viable version of the app
built, we released it to the
public for further testing
in the wild. Right away,
the app struck a nerve in
the community - we saw
a significant amount of
adoption without much
marketing, and got the
following feedback from
many early users:

“This is very important and I think more folks
will get involved when they see what you have
done to help us get all the data that we need in
one place. What a great day for New Orleans!”
“We have been working on this stuff for years,
and this is the first time in a long time that it
seems like things are actually happening with
blighted properties moving through the pipeline
and something happening with them. Pretty
awesome.”

ONGOING ITERATION:
Ever since the 2012 launch, the app has been live and continues to see traffic
every day. The app is now supported through our SaaS company Civic Insight,
so I continue to beta-test new features with our users, and make enhancements
& adjustments based on feedback we receive via UserVoice, periodic surveys
I conduct using Google Forms, and through monitoring our web analytics for
changes in user behavior.

